
CLOSINGS FOR INFORMATIONAL WRITING ANCHOR

Topic sentence and closing sentence anchor chart! Personal Narrative Writing First Grade Writer's Workshop Anchor
Chart for MiniLesson. Open.

Here is another example: While we are writing persuasive essays, we may read two articles from two different
perspectives on the topic we are writing. Now students can get a good look at what it means to dig deeper.
Sentence stems -Most of my students are nowhere near proficient writers when they come to me. However, we
revise and edit every piece that we write. How will the body be similar to the proof paragraphs of these
essays? Meaningful dialogue? Point out that the model first explains how to prepare for the storm before it
happens, and then describes how to stay safe during the storm. This avoids confusion between the listed items.
Point out that this comma is used to separate the introductory element? Write a semicolon on the board.
Encourage students to try other ways to have their characters respond. Diving Deeper into Character Now that
your students understand the difference between inside and outside characteristics, dive deeper into describing
a specific character. What About Early Finishers? These lessons come from what I see as a need during my
lean-in conferences and what I know will help move my students beyond their current writing varying
sentence lengths, using complex sentences, using introductory phrases, etc. Clarify that like before, the items
in the series must all be the same grammatically. It is logically ordered, or in an order that makes sense to the
audience. This website has some great worksheets to use with your students to prepare them to write their
personal narrative. Writing Checklist For those young writers in your class, these cover the basics in a clear
way. Think-Pair-Share: "Circle the remaining commas. By the end of the 9-week period, my students have
usually written around essays in that genre. This provides students with a familiar example of using a comma
to separate items in a series before practicing with sentences from the Model PSA script. After using that
resource , we move into more rigorous text stimulus writing as required by my state assessment. Invite pairs to
first determine if their sentence is part of the body or part of the conclusion paragraph. Tell students that when
they have finished, they will check their work against the displayed Model PSA. Something like this: A
Schedule: â€” 15 mini-lesson and 15 minutes of independent writing where the students are directly applying
the strategy to their writing B Schedule: 20 minutes independent writing continued from Monday and
conferences and 10 minutes for closing and sharing Monday: A Schedule Tuesday: B Schedule Wednesday: A
Schedule Thursday: B Schedule Friday: Whichever schedule you need to meet the needs of your students. Tell
students that before they begin drafting, they will learn how to use commas and semicolons to separate items
in a series in their writing. These noticings then turn into mini-lessons. It is a great way to review all three
genres of writing and teach students how to analyze and respond to writing prompts. Or, they might decide to
have a paragraph about what to do if you are inside while the natural disaster happens, and another paragraph
explaining what to do if they are outside. One way to adapt this chart, as students develop their understanding
of argument, is to write each elementâ€”claim, argument, evidenceâ€”under a flap that students can lift if they
need a reminder.


